Jim said this was my 1st workshop and it exceeded my expectations. I was provided great info from Bryan, Ron, and my classmates. Our class had only 6 students, so I spent a lot of 1-on-1 time with Bryan, Ron Martinsen’s photography blog Eye Fi with Nikon D800 - For those of you who don’t know what an Eye Fi card is, it’s a brilliant invention that allows whatever you write to an SD card to be sent wirelessly to the destination of your choice using a wireless network. Nord World Archive Nord Keyboards - We’re very excited to hear that the great multi-instrumentalist and rock legend Steve Winwood chose the Nord C2D combo organ for rehearsing his tour with Steely Dan. Spring 2016 Preview Random Curiosity - The heat of summer has mercifully given way to autumn here in the southern hemisphere, but in Animeland – i.e., the only place that matters it’s spring, which means another big season of anime is coming.